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The Saturday morning sun rises over Lower Manhattan just four days after the 9-11 terrorist attacks. The smoke marks where the twin towers stood.

Fear, stress of tragedy leave many recovering
the building grew silent as they watched the second hijacked plane hit
the other tower.
"We didn't do anything the rest of the day," said Reagan, now a
t started out as a typical Tuesday morning at Greenwood High
Western freshman. "We kept hearing about other flights being
School for Jason Reagan. He sat in front of a computer waithijacked, and it was all just too much."
ing for a connection to cnn.com.
Tomorrow, like many students, Reagan will remember that day all
His hands froze at the first picture beginning to form on the over again. He'll spend time praying and reflecting, but will try to
screen. It showed an airplane exploding into New York's World Trade treat it like a normal day.
Center.
Local and national psychologists say the Sept. 11 anniversary will
Reagan looked around the room and into a hallway, searching for . cause some of the pain of last year's events to resurface.
someone else's reaction. He realized he was the only one who knew
Karl Laves, assistant director of the counseling and testing center,
what had happened.
said Sept. 11 trauma may have been more overwhelming for college
"I remember watching as new photos were posted on the Web students who were away from their families or central support syspage," Reagan said. "During the class change I told everyone what I tems.
saw and what was going on, but no one believed me."
Some may still be recovering.
But when teachers began turning on the TVs in their classrooms,
Psychology professor William Pfohl says the recovery process is
typically five-steps: denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. But the
stages take different amounts of times for different people. Not everyone experiences
these steps in order, and some may only
experience two or three steps.
"Some people haven't gotten to acceptance yet," Pfohl said. "Some are still in the
anger stage. They still think we should do
something to those people, which is unfortunate."
Laves said Sept. 11 was stressful for many
college students and Americans because it
threatened the country's sense of safety, and
many were left only with confusion.
Dealing with that kind of trauma as a student can be especially rough, he said.
"At a regular job, you can be down for a
few days, function at half capacity and get by.
But as a student, if you go into a class distracted, you miss it," Laves said. "As a student you have to be 100 percent. As a university, it's important for us to kind of slow
down while students are going through these
things."
But some students and professors on
Henrik Edsenius/Herald Western's campus think changing their daily
schedule is the wrong way to go.
Western faclllty worker George Hunt, center, hangs an American flag in front of the
Charles Borders, a history professor at
Kentucky Building Friday. The flag will hang for the rest of the semester, and is part of the
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter

I

remembrance of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.

Western, city
to honor 9-11
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter
♦ Western will hold a
community-wide
9/11
remembrance ceremony at
7:30 a.m. tomorrow on
campus on the front lawn
of the Kentucky Building.
Earlene Chelf, marketing and special events
coordinator for Western
Libraries and the Kentucky
Museum, said she is hoping
the event will be a time
when people can reflect on
of the
the
events of Sept. 11.
dswho
"We
really hope we'll
diedii\ the worst
have
a
tremendous
t~rl$t attack in
turnout," Chelf said.
U.S. history.
♦ At 8 a.m. at Warren
will hold
Central
High School, the
of
Warren
Central
ROTC will
aoothink
conduct a flag-raising ceremony.
♦
At 9 a.m. at the
Moltenberry Fire Station at
701 E. 7th St., the Bowling
Green Fire Department and
the Bowling Green Police Department will hold a
remembrance ceremony in honor of police and fire
personnel who died as they tried to help workers
from the two towers.
♦ At JO: 15 a.m. at Riverfront Park and at 11 :30
a.m. at Basil W. Griffin, Jr. Park, the Woodmen of
the World will erect a flagpole and raise a flag in
each of the ceremonies. The flagpoles and flags
were donated by the organization.
♦ At 5 p.m. the Bowling Green Human Rights
Commission is sponsoring a"Walk Against Hate"
that will begin at the Warren County Justice Center

SEE TRAGEDY PA&£ 6

One year later

Through his eyes

On Thursday:

The Herald revisits those
affected by 9-11 to see how their
lives have changed. See Page 3.

Berea senior photographer
James Branaman chronicles the
tragedy. See Page 5.

Watch for more coverage of
Western's remembrance of the
terrorist attacks.

f
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SEE HONOR PAGE 6

For more pictures, galleries and
interactive storytelling, visit our
improved Web site, located at
www.wkuherald.com.
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me kind of crazy redneck," 47"Most people around here think I m_ so the front yard of his home on
year-old Bill Alford said as he walked mtho ging from his hip and a pair of
Russellville Road. He had a .357 Magnum an
pliers in his hand.
ked troubled as if thinking of hard
Tall and wrinkled, Alford's face 100
ed and walked over to one of
times in the past. Then, without a word, he tum
his vehicles strewn about the yard.
od f hi 1972 Cadillac he went on
Using the pliers to work under the ho _o s
'
about the price of freedom and why he_ cames a gun.
n " he said. "I ain't
"Freedom's freedom, and it's my nght to carry a gu •
going to stay inside all day."
,_..rn1 a gun he said. But
Dealing with wild animals is another reason to Cu.:·1
'k
· · hile he spo e
Alford seemed to bond with a stra~ dog, ix:ttmg 1} w1k be
00; dogs and
His wild animal encounters w1th the likes o e , ars,
snakes have put his firing skills to use.
Id' m istol
"A huge elk came charging out of the trees, and I was ho i_ng YP ,
· ted 1·t n'ght between his eyes, and. .he JUSt
looked
sha.king," he sai'd. "I pom
t him
" at
me and went back into the woods. I hollered a few obscemtt~s ~
· .
Other times he's used a gun in his house, which he says 1s infeSted with

i

"Fiddlers," or poisonous Brown Recluse spiders an~ Copix:rhea? snakes. ,,
"I sat there all night with a shotgun, waiting for him to stick his head o~t,
he said about a large snake. ''This here is death camp one, you coul?, call it. I
got my nerves up and got the .22. It puts a smaller hole_~ the floor. .
Alford lives alone in his remote home without electr1c1ty- something he
doesn't have a problem with.
,,
.
"I spent two months out here with a Coleman )ante~, he said.
He describes himself as an escapist with a memory disorder.
"My grandmother hit me in the head with a 2 by 4," Alford said. "I felt ~e
impact as the lights went out. Then she beat my momma. I had a learmn?,
problem from then on. I never carried a grudge, I felt sorry for her to ~o that.
After fixing his car, he rolled a cigarette on the hood and smoked 1t as the
sun sank behind the distant hills and twilight consumed the land. It would
soon be dark again.

Price Chambers is a senior photojournalism majorfrom Nashville. He can be
reached at pricepj2k@yahoo.com.

►

CrimeRe
team locker room.
♦ Rezese L. Putman, St.
Louis, reported Saturday a CD
player worth $60 and $50 in
cash stolen from the Smith
Stadium visiting team locker
room.
♦
Jason L. Ragland,
LaGrange, reported Saturday a
CD player and a CD worth a
total of $80 stolen from the
Smith Stadium visiting team
locker room.
♦ Obed Carter, Lexington,
reported Saturday $60 cash and

Hall, reported Thursday his
parking·permit worth $65 stolen
♦
Shannon D. Taylor, from his 1987 Oldsmobile
Brownsville, reported Wed- Cutlass. The vehicle was not
nesday a cellular phone worth damaged.
$45 stolen from Thompson
♦ Daniel C. Elliott, Barnes,
Complex Central Wing.
reported Thursday a mountain
♦ David P. Ferguson. Pearce
bike and steel chain worth a total
Ford Tower, rep01tcd Thursday a of $3'.20 stolen from a bike rack
parking permit, compact disc outside his dorm.
case and 48 CDs worth a total of
♦ Andre 8. Murphy, Ironton,
$805 stolen from his 1994 Isuzu Ohio, reported Saturday a comRodeo in PFT lot. The vehicle pact disc player, CDs and a CD
case worth a total of $395 stolen
was not damaged.
from the Smith Stadium visiting
♦ Justin P. Dukes, Zacharias

Reports

ill
C. I\\

~-"""1"'

Corrections
♦ Due to a Herald error, the name of Jenni Osborne was
misspelled in a column on page six of Thursday's Herald. The
Herald regrets the error.
♦ Due to a Herald error, Florence freshman Nathan Algie's
name was misspelled in a photo caption on page two of
Thursday's paper. The Herald regrets the error.

The Herald corrects all confirmed errors brought to reporters'
or editors' attention. Please call 745-6011 or 745-5044 to report a
correction, or e-mail us at herald@wkuherald.com.

Over 150 Items
Change Daily

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.

(. It E t,

~'-----

a $25 pair of Japanese meditation balls stolen from the Smith
Stadium visiting team locker
room.
♦ Ryan T. Montgomery,
Canton,
Ohio,
reported
Saturday a CD player worth
$90 stolen from the Smith
Stadium visiting team locker
room.
♦ Ty L. Harris, Gahanna,
Ohio, reported Saturday a CD
player worth $65 stolen from
the Smith Stadium visiting
team locker room.

Try a 10-pc. order
for just SS.99

I

with any pizza purchase

Orrle:r 1h f',at In or Toke Out

Lunch Buffet $5.25
(Mon-Sat)
Diner Buffet $6.95
(Mon-Thurs)
Seafood Buffet $7.95
(Fri. & Sat. night & all day
Sunday)

Serving West B.G. & WKU:
2201 Stonehenge Ave.

If so, the we'll bend over
backwards to work around
your schedule. We
understand over-achievers
like you. You've got a lot
going on. But, you are the
kind of person we want to
work with us.

South B.G. & Dine In:

781-6063

781-1000

TWO 14"
Large 2-Topping
Pizzas

11
PARTY PACK!
II
I FOUR 14" Large :
1 1•Topping Pizzas
1

1505 U.S. 31W Bypass
3901 Scottsville
Rd. _
__________
Tr ______
___

I
I
:

$14?9 l $249° !

l1

1 A

Expires: 11-30-02
Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.

I
I A

I M
#112
I~
.
Offer valid with coupon only.
I
~
Coupon not valid wrth any other offer I
Customer pays applicable ,ales tax.
I

Expires: 11-30-02

A,,.~

I

Deep Dish $1 .00 extra per pizza.
AddltionalToppings #103x4

"'t'J.
,-, .

I
I
Coupon not valki with any other offer.
o!:;:!1~':~:=:·nty.

I

~----------~----------~
l $9~9 ! $10?9 !
,

Customer pays applicable sales tax.

11 THE DOMINATORTM Ill MEGA DEAL! '•
I 16" EXTRA LARGE I Any 14" Large Pizza I
I 1-Topping Pizza I Any Number of Toppings I
I
I

A

Expires: 11-30-02
AdditionaITopplngsonly $1.25each.

~~

"'t'J.
,' .

II

# 147
Offervalidwith_coupon only.
Coupon nol valid with any other offer

Customer pays appllcabi. 11101 tax

I
I A

I A,,.~

Expires: 11-30-02
DeepDlsh$1 .00extraperplzza.
No doubletopplngs. # 1101111

I
I

I "+J•
·: Offervalidwithcoupononly.
I
, ~
Coupon not valid wilh any other offer. I
cu,tomer pay• applicable aalea tax.

J_

~----------~----------◄

II DELIVERY SPECIAL 1
14" Large
I
1 1-Topping Pizza & I
I
14" Large
I 1-Topping Pizza : 8-pc. ClnnaStlx• I

:I $199
■

:I $999
■

:I

I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
I
Deep Dish S1 .00 extra per piua.
~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
I
A
Additiona!Toppings
#
0
I
~
.
Add1tlona! Toppl.ng1
#143
I
1
5
only $1 25 each.
.
only $1.25 each
I
,
,
Offer valid with coupon onty
I
.
.
Offer valid With coupon only.
I
not valid with any other offer. I
· ,• Coupon
not valid with eny other olftr.
I • • • Coupon
customer pays applicable aal&a tax
Customer paya eppllcab~ 11te1 tex. I
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Are you dependable and
have a good work ethic?
Are you willing to bend over
backwards to get the job
done.

781-9494
B.G. Bypass Vicinity:

Are you the kind of person
that just can't stop smiling?

AOil Mud
Volleyball
To benefit Arthritis Research
Wednesday, September 18, 2002
4 p.m. to dark
WKU Ag. Farm on Nashville Rd.
EVERYONE is Welcome!
Please call the AOIT house for more information.

"No experience is
necessary but a
positive attitude and
great smile are."

Yeah, you'll work hard but
you'll spend your time 'with
some of the nicest people in
t~e industry. You'll go home
with the satisfaction of a job
well done.
We'll provide you with the
training you need to be
successful. And for those
with a career path in mind,
you would be working for a
company with a great future.
stop by any area store today
to fill out an application and
to schedule an interview.

September 10, 2002
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Four people reflect
on tragedy's effects

I
I
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR
AND MAI HOANG

r

Herald reporters
One year ago as the Hill
reacted with shock and disbelief over the terrorist attacks
that struck New York City and
Washington, D.C., a number
of Western administrators,
staff and students shared their
stories of sadness and courage
with us.
Today we catch up with
them.

Amber Douthit
One week after after the
tragedy
of
Sept.
11,
Henderson junior Amber
Douthit saw the horror up
close - with her own eyes.
Douthit and her mother
made the 12-hour drive to
New York City to help as
members of Southern Baptist
Disaster Relief.
It was a way for Douthit to
overcome the feelings she
experienced on Sept. 11 as
she spent the day trying to
find her aunt, who worked at
the Pentagon.
After a day of much worrying, Douthit found out her
aunt was in South Africa on
assignment.
Douthit said that although
she saw the attacks on television that day, her trip to New
York - seeing the smoke and
_ debris - provided a reality
check.
"Seeing it on TV, you can
pull yourself into thinking it
was just a movie," she said.
"When you're there, you're
thrown into the reality that it
happened."
Douthit spent a week in
New York, helping the
American Red Cross prepare
meals daily. She slept on a cot
in a warehouse under the

Brooklyn Bridge and showered in trailers parked on the
street.
During her 12-hour shift,
Douthit said she spent time
talking and listening to victims. She listened to a woman
who lost 13 co-workers and
another whose nephew was
still unaccounted for at the
time.
"I wanted to be there to
help anyone I came across,"
she said.
When she came back to
Bowling Green, she brought
back a few lessons.
"It reinforced the point that
life is fragile," she said.
" ... Life is very short. You
can take time for granted or
friendship for granted."
As
the
anniversary
approaches, Douthit has to
deal with the feelings from
the attacks and the death of
her father who passed away
nearly two years ago.
Tomorrow, Douthit said
she wants to go to a memorial
service the Southern Baptist
Disaster Relief is holding in
Louisville.
"I haven't made time to
feel anything," Douthit said.
"I've buried myself in ...
school work."
But now, she is beginning
the healing process, she said.
With the help of friends and
her faith, she knows that she
can deal with her feelings.
'Tm really trying to work
to the point where I can be
happy again," she said.

Larry Caillouet
For Western's director of
International Programs, the
one year that has passed since
the worst terrorist attack in
U.S. history has brought with
it a sense of normalcy to

photo by Jed Conklin

Ashley Bowman, then a freshman, held a candle during a vigil on DUC South Lawn after the attacks last year.
everyday life.
Larry Caillouet said while
he doesn't think Americans
will ever be able to fully
return to the way things were
before Sept. 11, he is no
longer constantly sitting in
front of his television watching the news.
He said many international
students have experienced the
same emotions as Americans
since Sept. 11.
"Worry over what the
future might bring," he said.
"How is this story going to
end?"

President Gary
Ransdell
One year later, the images
of Sept. 11 are still fresh in
the mind of President Gary
Ransdell. Time has a way of
healing wounds and the mind,
but he said the devastation of
that day is something he will
never forget.
"I would hope that all
Americans would properly
remember, yet move on,"
Ransdell said.
As the events unfolded last
year, Ransdell
was in
Nashville preparing to leave

for a business trip to Chicago.
"Who knows where we
would've ended up if we
would have taken off,"
Ransdell said last year. "As
we were leaving, planes were
landing in Nashville from
Cleveland and around the
United States because they
were ordered to do so."

Harry Allen
Journalism professor Harry
Allen watched the horror of
the terrorist attacks last year
as he feared for the safety of
his son who worked for Getty
Images in New York.

Allen was as surprised
then, as he is n9w, that the
attack ever took place.
But today, he said, he
thinks it will happen again.
He just doesn't know when.
"That will reinforce our
understanding that we're in a
conflict that will not go away
any time soon," he said.
Tomorrow, Allen will hold
his newspaper editing classes
as normal, but he said he will
be willing to take time from
class to discuss Sept. I l.
" I know students are eager
to talk about it," he said.

!' Cash, CD players stolen from Kentucky State locker room during game
r

f,:

BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
Some Kentucky State University
football players lost more than a game
this weekend.
Six KSU players reported a total of

$825 in stolen cash and compact disc
players from the Smith Stadium visiting team locker room after Saturday's
game.
Capt. Eugene Hoofer said campus
police are investigating the theft, but
do not have any suspects.

The locker room's front door was
locked during the game, which began
at 5:30 p.m., Hoofer said.
"Evidently, there's a back door,"
Hoofer said.
Brad Pittman, facilities director for
athletics, said Kentucky State was

0

UN-RITE LAINDRIM-.__,..,

issued a main entrance key after they
arrived on the Hill at about 3 p.m. The
locker room's back door is usually
kept locked.
"I locked it personally earlier in
the day, because I usually do a
sweep," Pittman said.

An off-duty campus police officer
was assigned to guard the locker room
main entrance during the game, but
did not have access inside, Pittman
said.
KSU representatives could not be
1
reached for comment yesterday.

·rREE-FllT-RE-PIIR-!
Present this coupon for 1 FREE flat tire repair
Expires Dec. 31, 2002

• NEW! Spacious and Clean

No Purchase Necessary

• 27 Washers and 22 Dryers
• Attendant on duty
• Drop-off Laundry Service
• SUPER-LARGE machines for comforters

BIG iJTIRESw

1975 Russellville Road Bowling Green • (270)843-4244

----------------------------------------·

We also offer dry cleaning and
shirt laundry service

2201 Stonehenge Close
off Veterans Memorial Blvd.
(next to Domino's)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'l'o Jvl(l.!

843-9888
Open 7AM-9PM Mon-Sat
Noon-9PM Sun

WWW.WKUHERALD.COM

TbeCree4
"C~ngress shall make no law
abnd · th
...
gmg e freedom of speech
or of the press ... ,,
'

Con act:

OPINION

- First Amendment US C
. .
• · . onstuutwn

Editor Caroli11e Ly11ch:
editor@wkuherald.com
News editor Rex Hall Jr.:
news@wkuherald.com
Opi11io11 editor Brandy WarTen:
herald@wkul1erald.com
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As anniversary
looms, there's
•
time to reflect
T

he world dubbed Sept. 11 the day we could never
forget.

We were supposed to remember where we were
a?d who we were with. We were supposed to rememer everythmg we saw. Every devastating image.
Sept. 11 w as supposed to live with us every day.
But f? r_ some of us, it's tucked away in a part of our mind we
rarely v isit. We try not to think about it because it makes us
hurt all over again.
b

We try to forget it until it bombards us on te.levision and in
newsp~pers. We forget it until someone asks us about it.
So 1_n essence, our lives haven't really changed.
Bas1~ally, some of us are ignoring what happened.
And 1t sho uldn ' t be like that.
Last year, we couldn' t ignore anything.
·
. Together we gasped as we turned on our televisions, expectmg to see the ne ws, but instead watched as the Twin Towers
tumbled.
One collapsed.
And then the other.
We hoped everyone was alive, but they weren't, thousands
would be presumed dead.
Nothing was left that day but fire, smoke and ashes. It covered New York and the people who loved her.
Our eyes couldn' t ignore it.
We remember newscasters and witnesses talking about those
who had j umped from the buildings, choosing to die rather than
suffer in the overwhelming heat. We heard about the people
who had made it down several flights of stairs in one of the
towers, but didn' t make it.
We
heard about the people
'Ille .._Wednesday
who
sacrificed their own
is the one-year anniversary
lives,
trying to help a coof Sept. 1:1.
worker save their own.
But the buildings colOal'ftewt Go Qt.It and lapsed
and few survived.
do something ih rernem- •
Our
ears
wouldn't,
brance of everttntngtfiat
couldn' t ignore it.
happened. Don't ignore it.
And then, there were the
'
phone calls. Who could forget those last minute calls
from the passengers aboard flights 93, 11, 77 and 175. The passengers calling to tell their family they were going to try to
stop what had been deemed inevitable. They wanted to stop the
planes. A nd if they didn' t, they wanted those left behind to
know they loved them. They would always love them.
Our hearts couldn' t forget it.
And then there was us. We sat here, piling in front of television sets like the one in Garrett Conference Center. We cried
with strangers who we felt compelled to be near if only for the
sake of human presence.
We watched as firefighters and police hunted for survivors,
even some of their own.
We watched grown men cry.
We called our families to say hello, to hear voices of reass urance. We called to hear "I love you" and "Everything will

be all right."
We just needed comfort.
We asked why and demanded to know who could do such a
thing. Who had the gall to do something like that?
We said we would never ignore it.
But then we did.
Sometime, during the past year, we chose to fo rget it. We
pretend like nothing ever happened until someone remi nds us.
Here's your personal reminder. Last year, you couldn't get
off your couch or o ut of bed, because you were so awe-struck.
Tomorrow is your chance to remember what happened.

Ceremonies will be held on and off campus. Remembrances in
New York and Washing ton D.C. will be televised. The maj or
networks will j am pack the day wi th visuals from last year and
survivors speaking about thei r surv ival.
It will be sad, and it will hurt. It will be fo rced upon us. We
will cry again. And again we wi ll wonder why it had to happen.
The past we ignored wi ll come back to haun t us. We need
to remember.

This editorial represents the ma1onty opinion of the
Herald's 11 -member board of student editors.

She spoke with her mere presence.
Letters to the Editor

Shepard's courage an inspiration
aq ue tta Shepard said she
never intended to be brave.
She never intended to single-handedly end the Ku
Klux Klan rally last weekend.
But in the end, she did.
Since the Klan rally, she has become
an inspiration to people not o nly on the
Hill but across the state.
I;'s a lesson we could all stand to
learn.
k up on
Shepard said whe n she wo e
Saturday morning, she hadn ' t planned on
going to the rally. .
f curiosity.
S he ended up going o ut her car, she
When she ste~f ~d ou~, o d began to
heard the word nigger an

r°

The word stung.
She joined the protesters. But it wasn't enough.
She entered the Ku Klux Klan area
and stood among the people who hated
her most.
As she stood in the middle of them,
they said a prayer for white supremacy.
The rally ended five minutes after she
entered their side.
She spoke with her mere presence silence .
Shepard has shown strength and bravery in the face of ignorance and is an
inspiration to all of us.
We often see things we think are
wrong, yet we don't say or do anything.
We just let it happen.

Tile luaec Laquetta Shepard
stood up for her beliefs at last
week's Klan rally.

The Herald
encourages readers
to write letters on
topics of public
interest. Letters
should be:
♦Orlglnal.

As in
written by you. No
form letters,
eopies or other
plagiarous material.

Oar 'Yle,n Everyone should
follow in her footsteps. lt only
takes one persol'l to make a difference.

♦No

Maybe next time, we'll think about it.
We won't let the moment pass us by.
Maybe we' ll be more like Shepard .

more than 250
WOl'Ca

Include: your
name, phone number, hometown and
classification or
title.

♦Muet

This editorial represents the majority
opinion of the Herald's JJ -member
board of student editors.

♦Mall

or hanckleHVM'

to: Letters to the

Editor, College
Heights Herald
122 Garrett Center
Bowling Green, KY.

42101

e-mall: herald@wkuherald.cq
m

♦By

♦By

fax: 745-2697

We reserve the
right to edit all le
ters for style,
length and clarity

Also, letters may
not run in every
edition.

cry.

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

What are you

going to do
on Sept. 11?

,,m QO!r)Otilcomt ID
school, . . . . tpedal. •
Oar'181Readet'
S()WllllgGttlftl$11111ot'

•1 don't know actually.
maybe light a candle."

"Go to services."

Rodrick Barge
Louisville sophomore

graduate student
from Iran
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Berea senior James Branaman traveled
to New York City in the wake of the last year's attacks.
He brought back the story of one man's personal tragedy.
Staty and photos by James Branaman
I spotted William Randolph
on a street corner in New York
City holding a small poster
with the word "Missing" written across the top. He held the
flyer loosely but lovingly in his
hands.
It showed Randolph with
his arm around a cheerful man
sporting a wide smile.
The date was Sept. 13, just
two days after two airplanes
crashed into the World Trade
Center. Randolph was looking
for his domestic partner,
Wesley Mercer, who worked as
vice president of Corporate
Security for Morgan Stanley
Investors in the World Trade
Center.

Leaving for New York
The morning of Sept. 11, I
stood on the sidewalk next to
Garrett Center as several photojournalism students frantically rushed around.
They were heading to New
York City. While I wrestled
with the idea of whether I
would do the same, I found
myself disappointed as their
cars pulled off without me.
That soon changed.
I felt the need to see New
York City and stand at Ground
Zero. So I went, not to view
the remains of a disaster, but to
document the soul of the city
itself.

No answer
Randolph was at the Beth
Israel Dialysis Center in New
York receiving treatment for
kidney damage when the first
plane crashed into the World
Trade Center.
The program he was watching on TV was interrupted by
news that a plane had struck
one of the twin towers.
Randolph immediately called
Mercer's office. His secretary
said he had stepped out for a
minute.
Randolph left a message.
Then he saw the second
plane hit. He quickly tried to
call back, but there was no
answer this time.
Randolph wanted to spread
the word that his partner was
missing. He was ready to talk.
After our first meeting, he
agreed to meet with me the
next day so we could talk
more.

Friday, Sept. 14
I met with Randolph at the
dialysis center. It was his and
Mercer's 26th anniversary.
Instead of celebrating, his time
was occupied with filling out a
seven-page missing person
report.
"He was a person that put
his own life in front for oth-

WIiiiam Randolph is interviewed on Lexington Avenue in Manhattan on Sept. 13, 2001, two days after the terrorist attacks. Above: Sept. 14, 2001, was
to be the 26th anniversary of Randolph and Wesley Mercer. Mercer was Vice President of Security for Morgan Stanley Investors on the 44th floor in the
World Trade Center's second tower.

crs," Randolph said. "When
this all happened, I knew he
was not the type of man ...
who would have gone home. I
wouldn't have expected him to
do anything less than to go in
and get people out and then to
go hack in to make sure that
people were out."
Randolph said Morgan
Stanley workers informed him
that Mercer and members of
his security team helped 2,500
company
associates
and
employees out of the building
before it collapsed.
Randolph glanced at a picture of Mercer. He wept quietly.

Saturday, Sept. 15
Randolph invited me to go
with him to the Cathedral
Church of St. John the Divine
where he was an organist.
He changed the planned
music for the day, instead playing a series of Mercer's
favorite songs. He hung his
head and covered his face after
each song.
He looked up at me with a

"He is not
in the
morgue. He
is not in the
hospital. He
is just
i~Si

weary smile and
with a weak laugh.
said, "I can imagine
Randolph and I
him humming aleft his apartment and
long."
took a cab back to
No survivors had
Lexington Avenue in
been found, but
downtown ManhatRandolph still betan, where we first
lieved Mercer was
met.
alive.
I walked with him
"He is not in the
until
we
met
morgue," he said.
Mercer's brother and
"He is not in the
We
P," sister-in-law.
hospital. He is just
stood in line with
missing."
- William Randolph others still hoping to
Randolph
befind their loved ones.
lieved Mercer was
They filed missing
still helping people trapped in persons reports and handed
the rubble.
over personal items to help
After the service, I went with identification. Randolph
with Randolph and a friend of had collected Mercer's toothhis to Randolph's apartment in brush and comb in a plastic
Harlem where the two talked bag for possible DNA testing.
Then, I had to leave.
about old times.
Randolph and Mercer were
building a house in Barbados, Back home
It was an eerie feeling to
where they hoped to move
after Mercer's retirement in leave a place that you know is
sti ll hurting. It was even
December 200 I.
"When they find him, he'll stranger to return to Bowling
say he doesn't want to work Green, where the effects of the
any more, and we'll go ahead event seemed invisible.
I often felt anger that first
and move," Randolph said

week back, simply because
there were no memorials or
signs of patriotism that could
compare to those I saw in New
York City. It felt like no one,
other than those who were
there, understood pain like that
of Randolph's.
One month after the terrorist attacks and Mercer's disappearance, Randolph's answering machine still picked up
with the same message: "We
are still looking for Wesley and
being hopeful. Please keep him
and his family in your
prayers."
In October, I received an
invitation to Mercer's memorial services. I did some soul
searching and hesitantly decided that I should document the
service. Two months after the
World Trade Center collapse, I
was in New York City again.
After taking photos of him
crying the second day we met,
he must have sensed ho w
uncomfortable I felt at times
and offered encouragement.
He thanked me for taking photos of him during his darkest

hour.
"It helps me Lo be able lo
talk about Wesley," he said.
Years from now, he will be
able to look back at the photos, and they will help him sec
how he felt during lhal time,
he told me. They will remind
him how much Mercer meant
to him.

Back to New York
Randolph and I have kept
in touch. I left yesterday to
travel back to New York City
for the one-year anniversary
of the attacks. I hope to meet
up with him again.
Many simply remember
the attacks through images
replayed on television or in
newspapers.
But
for
Randolph and the others who
lost loved ones, the effects
are still being felt. Their
lives have been changed forever.
"He died doing what he
wanted to do, help111g others," he said of Mercer. ·• ...
He's a hero."

<STATIC>
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BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
Two Western professors are
helping businesses and individuals figure out how to maximize
their use of the state's technology.
Linda Johnson, a computer
information systems professor, is
on sabbatical as president for the
Center
for
Information
Technology Enterprise, a company that provides technological
expertise to companies and governmental and educational institutions in the state.
This past year, CITE has been
working on a study examining
the bandwidth, access and usage
of the state's network.
Computer Information Systems head Jeff Butterfield
worked with Johnson on the
study this summer. Butterfield
and Johnson have worked together on a similar project in Bowling
Green.
The state and its regions need
to embrace technology to be eco-

nomically competitive, Butterfield said.
"We need to teach businesses
how to change their business
practices to take advantage of the
resources we have available," he
said.
The study's findings will be
accessible to businesses and individuals on its Web site at
www.connectkentucky.com later
this month.
The study's findings conclude
the first year of a three-year plan.
The study will set benchmarks,
then CITE will examine how the
network has progressed against
those benchmarks in the next two
years.
The study is funded by various companies throughout the
state. The state's office for the
New Economy, a sector of Gov.
Paul Patton's office that is working to attract hi-tech industries to
Kentucky, also awarded CITE
the bid to do the study.
Johnson said economic developers can use the information

from the study to determine the
state's ability to accommodate
high-tech businesses.
"This study is providing
important information that economic developers have never had
before," Johnson said. "They
oeed this information to recruit,
attract and grow high-tech businesses."
Although the study is not
complete, there have been a few
major findings.
According to the study,
Louisville, Lexington and the
Northern Kentucky/Cincinnati
area have as much bandwidth as
other metropolitan areas of their
size.
"The state has a major Internet
superhighway running through
it," Johnson said.
But access to that network
needs improvement. Although
areas in Eastern Kentucky are
quickly getting high-speed
Internet access, other areas are
slower in getting access, making
it more difficult for businesses.

"Businesses that don't have
access to affordable high-speed
Internet connections don't thrive
in the new economy," Johnson
said.
Usage of the network is high,
especially since services provided by the state government such
as filing income taxes and applying for various licenses are available. They are still examining
network usage in local governments.
Butterfield said this study will
help Western contribute to the
economy in the region and in the
state.
"Western is probably the
largest economic driver in the
region," he said. " ... I think it's
important that Western plan
strategically not only for its own
growth and development but
what it could do to contribute to
the growth and development to
south-central Kentucky."

Reach
Mai
Hoang
news@wkuherald.com.
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show we are resilient'

Sign up to be matched with an alumni mentor in your field!
Benefits of Receiving a Mentor
• Further professional career development
• Have opportunity for growth and guidance
• Participate in strong networking experience
• Receive honest criticism and informal feedback
• Obtain a perspective on long-term career planning
• Receive recognition and encouragement
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For more information contact the office of Alumni Relations & Annual Giving office at 745.4395
or stop by the Craig Alumni Center to pick up an application.
All applications must be in by October 1.
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and end at Fountain Square Park
with a ceremony at 5:30 p.m.
♦ At 7 p.m., a number of
churches in Bowling Green and
Wai.Ten County will present the
musical "Sweet Land of Liberty"
at the Corvette Museum.
♦ Also at 7 p.m., RodesHarlin Hall will hold a candlelight ceremony on the front porch
of the dorm.
♦ At 9: 11 p.m. at the Guthrie
Bell Tower, the Delta Sigma
Theta sorority and the Omega
Psi Phi fraternity will have a

candlelight vigil.
♦ At 8:30 p.m. Thursday, at
Downing University Center theater, Campus Crusade for Christ
is sponsoring a visit by guest
speaker Michael Anthony.
Chelf said the events on campus and in Bowling Green wilJ
give students the opportunity to
look to Westem and the city for
ways to remember, reflect and
discuss the events of last year.
"We want to show we are
resilient," Chelf said.

Reach Molly O'Connor at
news@wkuherald.com.
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From the

Shadowla
ds
-E~zabelhb)wn senior Mark Melloan celebrated
t e release of his CD with a conceit Saturday.
STORY BY AMBER SIGMAN
PHOTOS BY PRICE CHAMBERS

Mark Melloan waves to people passing down Main Street in Horse Cave before his concert. Above right: Melloan, center, performs original bluegrass music
at the mouth of Hidden River Stage in Horse Cave Saturday night. His band included dobro player Curtis Burch, left, and upright bassist Rob Collier.

e casually walked on the handmade wooden
stage wearing a denim shirt, blue jeans and
hiking boots. He picked up his guitar and
began to sing an old Johnny Cash song.
Elizabethtown senior Mark Melloan played his first concert at Hidden River Stage in Horse Cave Saturday night to
celebrate the release of his recent album - 'The
Shadowlands.'
His album features acclaimed banjo player Bela Fleck
and dobro player Curtis Burch whose work includes the ·o
Brother Where Art Thou' soundtrack.
Melloan strummed away on his guitar as he sang Ca\h
and Beatles tunes along with a more mellow version of the
classic bluegrass song 'Fox on the Run.'
Also on the song list were many of his newly released

tunes accompanied by the sounds of the mandolin, fiddle.
dobro, upright bass and drums.
The band played in an outdoor setting surrounded by
limestone and green trees, while the audience listened contentedly as they sat on their old camping chairs. Some listeners swayed their heads or tapped their feet as the music
distracted their attention from the occasional nipping mosquito.
After the concert ended, Burch, of Bowling Green, put
down his shiny dobro and exited stage left to mingle with
friends.
He could be spotted with his white hair, spectacles and
Hawaiian shirt - a friendly man who is an admitted supporter of young musicians.
"I think he's the next James Taylor," Burch said of

Melloan. "He's a very talented singer, songwriter and musician."
Melloan discovered his passion for music at age 10 when
his father handed him a Gibson guitar. He began writing
'two-line ditties' lo go along with his guitar rifts.
Since then, Melloan has enjoyed playing medleys for
friends and family on back porches or in the comfort of a
living room.
He enjoys playing in l11csc intimate environments the
most.
But perfonning for unfamiliar faces is also an exciting
expcnencc for this 21-}ear-old musician.
"It's great to kno'" that in some sense you are connecting
SEE SHADDWLANDS PAGE 8

Fusinetti S story: Fire taught him that being gullible isn 't bad

WHAT'S YOUR STORY?

Beth Sewell

When Louisville senior Jeff
Fusinetti received a phone call last
semester that his house was burning down, he laughed.
He thought it was another
prank thought up by his friends.
He thought wrong.
He was partying in Na~hvillc
with his girlfriend when he
received the first phone call that
his College Street house was on
fire.

"My friend called me at 4 a.m.
and just kept calling,'' Fusinctti
said. "I was. like, 'Yeah, right,
you' re funny.' and I just turned my
phone off."
The next morning. Fusinctti
turned hb phone on for the drive
back to Bowling Green and discovered his voicemail full of distraught messages.
He started to think maybe this
wasn't a joke after all.

When he pulled onto College
Street and saw his house he realized his friend wasn't crying wolf.
"I came in the back and saw
where it was all melted down,"
Fusinetti said. "It was a white
house, but it was black and the
windows were all busted in."
As Fusinetti searched for what
was left of his stuff, he also
searched for answers, but no one
was there to even ask. His two

Wednesday @ 8:08pm
College Student Praise & Worship Time Includes Drama, Music, and Fellowship

., . ,

roommates were gone.
"M) roommah!s didn ·1 even
call me when it was burning,"
Fusinelli said. "They weren't
there when I got back. I didn't
even get l11e full story of what
happened until two \\eeks later."
'Ilic story Fusinctti got from
l11c poltce \\ as that one of his
roommates had left a candle burning ,Uld that caused the fire.

He waited to see what was
reported in the newspapers, but
the fire received no coverage. He
wanted to hear the detailed story
of exactly what happened, but the
only (X,'Ople who could give him
that story were nowhere to be
found.
His two roommates, whom he
had only known for a few months,
SEE STDIT PAGE 8
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Senior
wrote song per day
5HADOWLANDS:

"\% have the bond ofsisterhood ... "

Sorority serves community

As a college freshman, Melloan began writing a song a day.
to 200 people," Melloan said of Although 90 percent were bad, he
Saturday's show.
said it helped hone his craft.
However, he admitted that it is
"Now I've got more comfort
a little intimidating at first.
with my songwriting and also
"It's a scary thing to try to what my songs should do," he
measure up to people's expecta- said.
tions when you're on the stage
"Courthouse Rock" is a song
instead of sitting across the featured on his new album, which
porch," Melloan said.
he was inspired to write after
His accomplishments include rock-climbing at Red River
more than just music. He has a Gorge.
full academic scholarship from
"And I'm not a rock-climber
Western funding his double major at all," Melloan said. "It literally
in English and religious studies.
put the fear of God in me."
Graduate school may be in the
The song became a tribute to
near future for Melloan depend- Vietnam, and is about two brothing on the outcome of his music ers who experienced fear after
career. However, his friends seem scaling cliffs.
to have a lot of faith in his
Later, the brothers experiprospects as a musician.
enced that same fear when they
"It's just a matter of time were sent to Vietnam. After the
before everybody knows his two were killed in battle, their
name," Franklin senior Eric dog tags were ironically found on
Drake said. "And he's the kind of Courthouse Rock, showing that it
person that won't forget the peo- was a powerful place.
ple who believed in him from the
Melloan said nothing in parvery beginning."
ticular inspires his music; it
Friends and family aren't the comes naturally.
only ones who enjoy Melloan's
The young musician knew he
music.
was well received by the audience
"He is surrounded by some after he thanked them for coming,
excellent musicians and he is an but he didn't realize how well.
excellent songwriter," said Jeff
"I didn't expect a standing
ovation," Melloan said. "It was a
Rogers, of Louisville.
Melloan described his music nice surprise."
as a mixture of Nickel Creek, Ben
Reach Amber Sigman at feaHarper and Cash. Gillian Welch
is his most influential songwriter. tures@wkuherald.com.
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By

JOCELYN ROBINSON

Herald reporter

'

The members of Gamma
Sigma Sigma sat laughing in
Downing University Center
Sunday night before their meeting.
As they waited, they teased
each other, giggling at jokes only
those in the sorority would
understand.
Service organizations offer an
alternative to social sororities
and fratrnities. These service
sororities and fraternities provide
a social bond for students as they
work in the community without
being part of the typical Greek
system.
Gamma Sigma Sigma's purpose is to bring students
together for service to the campus and the community. The
group also holds fund raisers

► Movie

for different organizations.
"We have the bond of sisterhood and get to do service at the
same time," said Nashville
junior Monica Corlew.
Many of the members said
they joined Gamma Sigma Sigma
because they wanted to
make a difference in the
lives of the student
body and the people
in the community.
"Some people just
need other people to
look up to," said
Morganfield senior
Aurelia Spaulding. "Lots of
people say they want to do service, but nobody ever does."
Knowing that they've done
something good for the community and that they can look back
on the impact they've made
gives members a rewarding feeling.

"The best thing is when we're
tutoring and seeing the look on
their face when the kids understand and knowing that I helped
them learn," said Frankfort
junior Heather Howard.
Spaulding, the group's president, estimated that the chapter
averages about 500
hours of community service a semester. Service projects
the group has participated in include
tutoring at the Boys
and Girls Club, building
homes for Habitat for
Humanity and fund raising for
organizations like the American
Cancer Society and the women's
shelter Brass, Inc.
Members try participate in at
least one service project a week,
with at least 10 service projects
each semester.

Gamma Sigma Sigma has
also volunteered with nursing
home patients at Wellington
Pare.
"You may be the only visitor
the patients see and they feel better just knowing that you care,"
said Radcliff junior Chinelle
Smith. "It feels good to know
we're helping people."
To become a member of
Gamma Sigma Sigma, a student
must be in good academic standing with the University and perform a minimum of 15 hours of
service a semester. Gamma
Sigma Sigma accepts all eligible
students regardless of race and
creed.
The group is holding its fall
rush meeting at 8:30 p.m. on
Sept. 18 in room 305 of DUC.

Reach Jocelyn Robinson at
feaures@wkuherald.com.

ca,sules

BY DEVINN
WINKLEMAN

Herald.film critic
Tomorrow is Sept. 11 - the
day the World Trade Center
towers were leveled, and America found a new unity.
In remembrance of Sept.
11, I'm throwing out the usual
movie reviews and throwing in
some classics that tell the stories of the wars for freedom,
justice and unity.
The General's Daughter
(B+)
The story can only be
described as a maze. It's a bit
complicated, has a tendency to
twist and turn and, at the end,
you look back and are glad
that you have had the experience.
John Travolta tries to figure
out who killed the general's
daughter. There are several
sub plots along the way that
help the main plot expand and
unfold, but they don't try to
fork into another story.

Despite the slow start of the
movie, and the occasional fake
accent thrown around, the
beauty lies in the plot. It's fantastic and will keep you guessing.
Men of Honor (B)
It's hard to believe that
Robert De Niro would portray
anything that has to do with
the military when he is best
known for his tough, moblike attitude. He does some
great acting, but his lines are
more comedic than realistic.
Cuba Gooding Jr. also stars
in the movie as a lowly cook
trying to make his way into
the Navy's diving school, but
segregation is still a part of
life. He also does a good job
of acting, but, like De Niro's
character, it's not believable.
Overall, the movie is a bit
too long, since after Gooding
gets out of dive school the
movie just adds in filler to
stretch it to two hours, but the
plot is enjoyable. De Niro

$

shows. a bit of his comedic
side. It's a definite renter.
The Patriot (B+)
Yes, war can be a bit
bloody. Especially when
you' re fighting against King
George for the rights to freedom and a future country
called America. Mel Gibson
stars in this movie where
bloodshed is everything.
It is very well made, and
the acting is superbly done,
but the violence in the movie
is a little much.
The movie mixes comedy
with the bloodiness of war,
giving it a refreshing feeling.
The plot is thoroughly
enjoyable, the characters are
likable, and did 1 mention that
Jason Isaacs really has a
knack for playing the villain?
Rules of Engagement (A)
A powerful story about
what happens when the
Marines try to do something
right, but end up doing something so wrong that Samuel L.

Jackson's character gets
accused of slaughtering the
innocent and breaking the
rules of engagement.
The movie has created
what it's like behind the battlefield more realistically than
"The Patriot," and the plot
will really grab hold of you
until the final second.
Jackson and Tommy Lee
Jones give award-winning
performances, and the well
written dialogue only proves
that point.
The chemistry between
Jones and Jackson makes
their friendship seem convincing on the camera. You'll
almost think that they've been
friends for life.
It's a safe bet to say that
this movie should be in your
personal movie collection.
You'll want to watch it over
and over again.

Reach Devinn Winkleman
at f eatures@wkuhe raid. com

$
want some

$

STORY: No more jokes
CONTINUED FROM PA&E

7

didn't call him or talk to him for
over a month after the incident.
Even then they didn't offer any
condolences.
"They didn't even apologize," Fusinetti said. "I don't
dislike them, but I don't hang
out with them anymore."
With the help of his girlfriend, former Western student
Natalie Fields, Fusinetti gathered what was left of his personal belongings and moved
out. He now lives with Fields in
'an apartment at Stonehenge I

I

a place Fusinetti said isn't likely to bum.
"I'm not paranoid about my
place burning again," Fusinetti
said. "But I'm definitely more
gullible when people play jokes
on me 'cause I think they might
be true."

Each week, Beth picks a random person from the student
directory and calls them to ask
"What's Your Story?" Her
series runs every Tuesday.
Beth can be reached at features@wkuherald.com.

•

$

Student Government Association
has thousands of dollars in
\
~rganizational aid for WKU clubs
and organizations.

\

Organizational Aid Meeting
September 24 at 7 p.m.
DUC 305 (Mandatory)
Applications Due
September 27 at 4 p.m. in the SGA office
Western Kentucky Vnivetsity's

~'

WWW.wku.ed!l/sga

745-4354

STVDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOClATION
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BOUNDS: Talented Towns gone, but others are on their way
COllTl"UFD FROM BACK PAGE

practice field - may have just
opted to remain the social hermit
he often appeared to be off the
field.
After splitting practice time
between baseball and football in
the spring, Towns was listed at
No. 2 on the depth chart when
the season started last week.
A prodigal stud on the
Western baseball team, Towns

became one of the baseball
team's best hitters and was a
Collegiate Baseball Freshman
All-American. In 49 games, he
batted .338 with 27 runs scored,
13 extra-base hits and 27 RBIs.
Many on the outside, including myself, expected to see similarly impressive numbers on the
football field in the coming seasons as Towns matured and
learned under the tutelage of
guys like Willie Taggart.

But for his own reasons,
which the majority will probably
not be known for some time, he
has decided to give it up. And to
tell you the truth, thal's really his
prerogative.
Towns was blessed with talent that lent itself to two sports.
And let's not sidestep the facts
here
his best sport is clearly
baseball.
Sure, he might have become a
Taggart-type standout on the

gridiron. But who is to say that
he won't still shine on the diamond?
And here's a message to all
Western football fans who are
worried about Jason Michael
getting hurt or next season when
Michael is gone: It's really going
to be okay.
Really, it is.
I know freshman Alex Dukes
had butter fingers Saturday, but it
was his first game. Not to men-

tion that he had been sittin~ and
watching Michael play h~C. ~
stocky version of Doug Flut,e to
a half.
Harbaugh likes Dukes.
And if Dukes one day c~n
make the flashes he shows 111
practice become the norm he
shows on game day, then he
could very well deliver the future
that we all thought Towns was
going to.
What does that mean for the

Toppers in the_ long run? We~!,
like Chicken Little found out 111
the end, this whole Towns panic
could very well just be an acorn
hitting the Toppers on the ~ead.
We'll just have to wall and
see.
Kvle
Hightower '.f
column
ai,pears 011 Tuesday and occasionally on Thursday. You can
reach him at 745-6291 or byemail at J,towa@hotmail.com.

PURDUE: Freshmen a big hit
CONTINUED FROM BACK P4CE

1ST
<ClFJJECOC (())UT (Q)UIR WJEIBOC1L1f
SIPJBCKAJLS ~ ~ i

sundav
Mondav
uesdav:
nesdaV
ursdaV
Fridav
Saturdav

$1.50 Domestic Bottles
ALLNIGHf!
ONLY BAR OPEN TIL 2AM! !!
$2 Domestic Bottles All Night

NO Cover with WKU ID!
$2 Domestic Pitchers

Freshman Jessie Wagner led
the team with I2 kills and a blazing .57 J attack percentage. That
paced Western's .379 team hitting
percentage, a season-best, as the
Lady Toppers converted 50 kills
on 103 swings with just 11 errors.
Western set yet another record
in the third game as they finished
off Butler 30- l 0. The Lady
Bulldogs' 10 points marked the
lowest single-game total allowed
by the Lady Toppers since the
NCAA introduced rally scoring
two seasons ago.
After a three-hour break, the
Lady Toppers hit the court again
to play host Purdue. The
Boilermakers, a Big Ten
Conference team, posed a great
threat to the Lady Toppers' win
streak despite the fact they won
only four games a season ago.
Purdue returned five of six
starters from the 200 l squad.
But the Lady Toppers duked it
out with the Lady Boilermakers
for two hours and 45 minutes
before prevailing 3-2 (22-30, 3023, 29-31, 17-15). Sophomore

Amanda Schiff led the team with
23 kills. Wagner had another big
match, along with sophomore
Lyndsey Broerman, as each
added 18 kills apiece.
"The Purdue victory was significant for the program," head
coach Travis Hudson said. "Any
time you can get a win against a
Big Ten program, it's big."
.
Corning off the Purdue wm,
Western knew it would be difficult refocusing for matches with
Delaware and lPFW the next day.
"We were so pumped after
beating Purdue, we came out a little flat Saturday," sophomore hitter Amanda Cecil said.
Still, the Lady Toppers handed
Delaware its sixth straight loss of
the season with a four-set victory
(30-17, 25-30, 30-12, 30-20) over
the Fightin' Blue Hens.
Freshman Crystal Towler led
the charge with her record-shattering .810 hitting percentage.
Towler had 18 kills on 21
attempts and only one error. The
previous record of .733 was set
by Michelle Mingus in I991.
Towler and fellow rookie
Wagner were critical in the Lady

Toppers' success over the weekend. Hudson is encouraged by the
play of his freshmen, but also
knows there is much work to do.
''They have been very inconsistent," Hudson said. ''They have
very good games, then they turn
around and have very average
games."
While the loss in the finals this
weekend may be disappointing,
Hudson is pleased with the performance of his team thus far. He
points to an impo11ant match-up
with defending Conference USA
champion Cincinnati tonight at 7
p.m.
.
Because of Diddle renovations it will be played in the
Preston Health and Activities
Center.
The Lady Toppers hope to
avenge a disappointing 3-1 loss to
the Bearcats in 2001, in which
Hudson felt his squad didn't play
up to its abilities.
'
The Lady Toppers posted a
meager .170 hitting percentage in
last year's loss.
Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com

Cross Country

Ladies Night! No cover for the
Ladies! Ladies also get 50¢
drafts and $1 wells
Check out our bartenders in
BIKINIS! $1 drafts and $3 Redheaded Shots from 10-til-close
GREEK NIGHf!!!
Fraternity with most members
9pm- l2am get $1 pitchers til

2am

*must be wearing letters

$3 Red Bull and
$3 Red-headed Shots all night!

265 C0llEGE STREET • 196-4001

ww.bakerbovsbar.com

Cross country begins season
pleased. We stuck in there and
had a good race."
Sophomore Daniel Roberts
The men's and women's led the charge with an eighth
cross country teams kicked off place finish.
their seasons last Friday at the
"I was pretty pleased. It was
Belmont
Invitational
in better competition that I thought
Nashville, Tenn. with key run- it would be." Roberts said. "On
ners fighting ailments.
any given night, we could have
The men finished fourth in a just as easily been second."
field of ten without junior
David Altrnaier, who was side- Women
lined with a stress fracture in his
Western's women finished
shin. Western's top runner, sixth out of 12 teams at
junior Enda Grandfield, ran but Belmont, but the outcome could
was slowed by dehydration.
have been very different. Two
"I didn't have the best race runners, senior Olga Cronin and
yesterday. I've had recurring junior Bonita Paul, had to run
dehydration
problems," unattached due to ineligibility.
Grandfield said. "Not that I'm
Cronin and Paul almost
trying to blame it on that, but didn't run at all. Because of
that's why I'm not running well temporary ineligibility, the two
at the moment."
could not ride with the team.
With their top man off his
"We only got there five mingame, other runners were able
utes
before the race because we
to step up their petformance.
got stuck in traffic." Cronin
"We have some injuries,
said.
some nagging things," said
Cronin finished third in the
junior Chris Young. "I was very
BY ADAM EADENS

Herald reporter

~

race followed by Paul in fourth.
"We did well," sophomore
Cara Nichols said. "We would
have done really well if they
had been scored."
Nichols won the two-mile
race in a time of I 0:-52, the
fastest of her career. , , ,,
The race was shorter than
usual for the women, who normally run six kilometers roughly 3.7 miles. The team
liked opening the season with a
short race.
''Two-mile was good for the
first meet ... just to know where
everybody stands right now,"
senior Janette Pike said.
Both teams will compete
again in two weeks at Kereiakes
Park in Bowling Green for the
Old Timers Classic.
It is Western 's lone chance to
run at home during the regular
season.
Reach Adam Eadens at sports
@wkuherald.com
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Women's soccer

THIRD SUNDAY Sessions

Lady Tops roll

This Sunday & on the 3rd Sunday of each mo~th
we invite you to experience Gen-X C~urch. Live
Music, Free Food, Creative Worship, ~real
Fellowship, Surprises Each Month ! Here ts.you~
chance to be a part of something really exciting.

in two at home
BY DANNY 'SCHOENBAECHLER

( iracc Place

Herald reporter

'
'
,

,

•

,

,
1

•

,
•

,

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at sports
@wkuherald.com

r
(

~

'7

the· \1inistry Center ol'Co111111u111ty Chu,ch ol <,nd

1,

Sunday 6:30 pm

It looked like a baseball game on the scoreboard. Or maybe even a low-scoring, field
goal-heavy football game. It was neither.
After an early 2-1 deficit, Western's
women's soccer team stormed back with a
second-half explosion to beat Morehead State
9-3 on Sunday.
The Lady Toppers trailed until sophomore
Allison Nellis slid a shot into the net to tie it at
2-2 just two minutes before the half.
Then Western opened the second half by
scoring three goals in the first 11 minutes, on
its way to seven second-half goals.
''We scored pretty early in the game,"
Western coach Jason Neidell said. "Sometimes when you score an early goal you think
it's going to be an easy game. But we got organized and got things back together."
After the 2-1 deficit, Western scored six
straight goals to put away the Eagles. Nellis'
game-tying goal was one of three on the day as
she rolled up a hat trick. But she wasn't alone.
Every Lady Topper saw action in the second half, but the relentless attack never let
down, as Western scored its final two goals in
the last two minutes. Along with Nellis' three
goals, six other Lady Toppers scored.
Western improved to 3-1 with the win, after
beating Austin Peay 1-0 on Friday. The Lady
Govs are fielding a team for the first time this
year.
"I thought we played fantastic in the second
half," Neidell said. ''This weekend we've
looked very good."
Nellis was happy with how her team
rebounded after the slow first half Sunday.
''We felt down and we didn't finish offensively in the first half," she said. ''We knew
that we just needed to go out there and step it
up."
The Lady Toppers are only in their second
season of existence and ar~ still dealing with
how young their squad is•.
Western only has one senior and one junior
on its roster.
''This team has great potential," Neidell
said. "I thought it would be easier this year. ,.
But we have expectations on ourselves now."
Nellis thought that Western showed some
of that potential against Morehead.
'1 think (Sunday) shows a lot of good
things," she said. "I think it showed we will get
a lot better."
Western win visit Stillwater, Okla.,
Thursday night to take on Oklahoma State.

£

2417 Russellville Rd. 843-lJX)lJ

S~holars Program

Nursing & Health Sciences Students*
Become a Norton Scholar and get on the fast tmck to a great education
and a greQt career at Norton Heafthc.are.
MAJOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
With a commitment to join the Nolton Healthcare team, we'll cover
your coflege expenses while you worlc toward a nursing or health

sciences degree.
lXCfflNG CAREERS
As the largest health care system in Kentucky, we can offer the job
choices and flexlbl/lty you can't find anywhere else.
NUR11JRINCi ATMOSPHERE
, We're here to support you throughout your career -we even set up
mentoring end worlc opportunities in your choser, field.
• 1he mrttrs that we eovtr art: <1/rucci l.aboratoiy Scientist, Cytotechnolcglst, ·
Lk:tnsed PradkDJ Nucrt, MediaJI I.ab Technkian, Media,/ Technologis~ Pharmacist,
Radioloplc Technologist, Registered Health Information Admlnm:tat.or (Medic:al
Rro:,rds), Registered Nurse, Respiratory Therapist, Sutglco/ Technofog/$t,
Ultrasonogropher (Cordlac, Vascular, ond 08/CYN).

_M_

NOR10N.
HJlAI.TiiCAIU
~ .....c:a,.:-

Nina Greipe//Herald
Twin forwards Lauren and Jennifer Wilson battle for the ball with Morehead's
goalkeeper Stefani Workman in the Lady Toppers' 9-3 win Sunday.

· WANT T:O Bl! A PEER EDUCAT OR?
Then Join

Equa( Ol)Portunity Employer M/Ftr:IV

For an applkatlon or more
Information about how you
am become a Norton Scholar,

call toll free at

(866) 662-0003
www.nottonlHlalthaltt.com

Don't miss the extras at wkuherald.com

,__ ___:____--==================================~

in 4Donations
1~m:J~
MIKE IIEIT FBIENIS
LUBN GIEAT MIBIETINI, PUBllC
SPEAIINI, 111.lEAIERSHIP SllllS
GAIN PROFESSIONAi WOii
EXPERIENCE
PROMOn LIVING AHEAlTHY
LIFESTYLE TO fflER maEm
NO lfflER WHIT YOUI IAJOI OR
CAREER GOALS ARE, THIS lOOIS
IIEAT ON I RESUME
YOU CAN IAIE I IIFFEIENCE IN
SOIEONFSllFE

1~01IDE3 00 ~
As a member, you will
work on promoting overall
wellness to your peers
through presentations and
great health promotion
programs, such as:

Donating Plasma is a fast & easy way Students earn extra cash .... up to $150/mo. Call us!

NATIONAL COllEGIATE AlCOHOl
AWARENESS WEEI

Bowling Green Biologicals
410 Old Morgantown Rd.
Bowling Green 793-0425

$ 5o

THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT
WORlD AIDS DAY
SUUAL RESPONSIBILITY WEEK
HEALTHY DAYS

NOWORI WITH FACULTY/STAFF
SAFE SPRING BREAK
IMPACT WKU STIIENTS THIOUBH
POSITIVE PEEi INFLUENCE

Why Read about it?

STRESSTIVUS

The Plasma Center

Enter a $50 weekly drawing after the 2nd donation just for being a New Donor.

[-$---3o- -$-!.$---25---$-!
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

:On your 4th Donation: On your 3rd Donation:
:

12-31-02

:

12-31-02

[$___ 20---$-·[$ ___1_5___ $_.
•------------------••---- -----

For more information, contaft Kathryn or Matt @ 745-5033, or
visit us on the web: w w w.wku.edu/healthservices

Applications are due by September 23, 2002
by 4:30 PM at Health Services (139 Academic Complex)

:

I

------ ---·

I

: On your 2nd Donation : On your 1st Donation
12-31-02

:

12-31-02

·------------------ ·----------- ------r

L

I

-
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. .,~~!:. ~ ,ichael's career day leads Toppers' offensive explosion
Since the . .
unpresSive 371 yards in the win.
has said he hi~~season, Michael !ophom~re Maurice Bradley led
the hands of _;, 0 put _the ball in
e way m the first half with 80
make a pla
hoever is going to yar~s and two touchdowns on 19
y.
ca.mes. Jon Frazier cleaned up
In Saturda
'
beh"10d him ·
Michael p
d Y s blowout,
with 102 yards on the
hi
rove that keeping it in ground.
s own hands - while fllMing
But after all the positives
over seve~al 1:J1orobred defenders there was a fly in the victory soup
:-- was often m the Toppers' best - penalties. The Toppers drew
mterest. He finished the day with 11 yellow flags for 100 yards.
a;uchdown and 259 all-purpose They g~t away with it Saturday,
Y ds - 91 on the ground and but can t afford to do the same
168 through the air, on 8
this weekend with the conof 10 passing.
Check
ference schedule getting
~ut Harbaugh said
underway.
the Web
havmg former Indiana
''That' ll kill us when
assistant T.J. Weist to
we're playing a big
help with the passing
~ school," Dandy said. "But
game has been the difthose are aggressive misference.
For an
takes, so we can cut those
"That was the thing
interactive
out."
we worked on in the
slide show
Besides that, though,
spring, and it didn't realfrom
the team feels confident all
ly look good in the
Saturday's
the other pieces are in
· "h
game,
place for a title run.
sprmg, e said. "In the
check out
"I think
fall I
we're about as
'
think
T.J.
Weist
our
Web
b ·
h
ready as we can be,"
emg ere has really
site at
Harbaugh said. "I think
?elped us with our passwww.wku
we've developed a little
mg game . . . and the
herald.com
bit of a personality, and r
work he has done with - - - - - ' think we understand our
our passing game is becoming team a little better."
very evident."
Kickoff for the Western
Case in point: Michael looked Illinois game is set for 1:30 p.m.
smooth in completing the first Saturday at Smith Stadium. It will
seven passes he threw Saturday. be televised on Fox Sports Net.
Then he let the legs, his own and
his teammates, do the rest.
Reach Keith Farner at
Western also ran for an sports@wkuhera/dcom

r----
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SPRING BREAK

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Make $320 a Week! Sunchase
Ski & Beach Resorts.
Sales Rep Positions Available.
Largest Commissions & FREE
Trips. 1-800-SUNCHASE
www.sunchase.com

Brother Desktop Word
Processor Spreadsheet application, graphic design application, internet connection, easy
set-up. 270-651-3867.

Want more than a job?

'

*** ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break prices!
outh Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
ahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE,
Reps Needed, EARN$$$.
Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN

....................

...................

(1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) /
.springbreakdiscounts.com

FOR RENT

arly Specials! Spring Break
ahamas Party Cruise! 5 days
$299! Include Meals, Parties!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
Departs From Florida!
Get Group- Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com

FREE UTILITIES!! &
Minutes to campus. New
carpet, private laundry,
huge pool. 1 bdrm $459;
2 bdrm $539
all utilities included.
Call now 781-5471.

...................

Only one 4 bdrm left!

...................

1-800-678-6386

arly Spring Break Specials!

...................

...................

Adjacent to campus.
All appliances including
washer & dryer. CALL
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919.

Cancun & Jamaica From
429! Free Breakfast, Dinners
& Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida Vacations
from $149!
springbreaktravel.com

Close to campus 1 bdrm. apt.
$275-$300 month. Lease and
deposit required

1-800-678-6386

846-2397.

···················

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
l-800-234-7007

endlesssummertours.com

•··················
SELL SPRING BREAK
TRIPS. All the Fun &

All the Protections.
American Express Worldwide
Guaranteed Best Buy.
1 FREE TRIP for Every l 0
Paid or CA$H Starting Wi th
First Booking You Sell ·
We Collect Payments.
World Class Vacations.
1-800-222-4432.

············•······
Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's # 1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips, earn
cash, Travel Free.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

···················
\\'l:'\''1'11 ~~ SIi

l~f,;

■ E,\K
South PmJre Isl.ind • V:id
p 1n,1mc1 City Beac 1 • ._
BrPckvnr1dqc
S I( ,1111bo,1t • Onyloni Be,1c 1i •
t

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Kentucky State's Dilone Richard, center, is brought down by Western junior cornerback Jeremy Chandler, left, and a host
of defensive players during the first half of Saturday's game at Smith Stadium. Western won 49-0.

...................

....................

13" Symphonic TVNCR
Combo cable ready. Remote.
Internal clock. Programmable.
FrontA/V Jacks. $150.

...................
270-651-3867 .

MISC

..................
NEED GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS? Go to
WWW.CARDGALLERY.COM
or call 1-800-428-3479

...................

Get Paid For Your Opinions!

Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.do1lars4opinions.com

...................

Now Hiring for all positions.

Law firm seeking runner.
Part-time hours. Send resume
to Debra Broz 1725 Ashley
Circle Suite 213 Bowling
Green, KY 42104.

Servers, Greeters, Cooks,
Phone personnel & Delivery drivers.

Musicians: Got musical

** Flexible hours, great pay, employee discounts.**

abilities? Consider joining a
worship band. Call Ronnie at
Rez Church for details.

Apply in person

...................

Prefer some daytime availability.

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions

CITY OF BOWLING GREEN

tfi169

1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

...................

GO Lr SHOP ATTENDANT

NEED TYPING FAST?

1'.111 1 \\al ka &. llohson Gro\l'

745-2653

3 bdrm. at St. James Apts.
1133 Chestnut, some utilities
paid, $575/mo.
Small efficiency apt.
710 Cabel $175/mo.

appointment.
..................
.

Got
some

Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

...................

Contact Manley at
Manley99@juno.com for
more details & to set up an

801 State St.
between 2-4 p.m.

to sell?

...................

HELP WANTED

320-0529

...................
Nice furnished room in great
neighborhood near WKU
shuttle. Call 781-2987
after 6 or leave message.

...................

...................

Typing services available, fast
& efficient. Call locally

...................
303-7281.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. qu_r programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundra1s1ng dales are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works .. Gontact
CampusFundraiser at (888) ~23-3238, or v1s1t
www.campusfundra1ser.com

* Collects fees, prices and sells merchandise,
and performs cashiering duties; schedules tee
times; cleans pro shop and equipment. Must be
able to work with the public, operate a comput
erized cash register and have some knowledge
of the game of golf. 20-35 hours per week;
some weekend work required. Age 18+;
$5.80/hr.
Interested applicants should obtain an employment application
from the Human Resources Department in City Hall, 1001
College street, Bowling Green. Completed applications must be
submitted by 4:00 pm, September 13, 2002.
TIie City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a
Drug-Free Work Place. WJ!II.W..Jl9fil'LQ!"9.

...................
781-8307

..······················································ ···········:..
BOWLING GltEEN BIOLOGICAL$, INC.
®

Now Hiring Drivers!
• Earn $1Q to $12 per hour
with mileage & tips
• Take cash home daily!

• Part-time or full-time
• Flexible hours
• Meal discounts
• Advancement opportunities

Applicants must be 18 or
older and have a dependable
car with insurance.
Apply in person Wednesday
through Sunday after 4:30 PM
at Domino's Pizza:

2201 Stonehenge .Ave.
(Just off of Veteran's Memorial
Blvd. near the Water Park)

Seeking part-time employees to fil_l positions in all ~
: areas of the plasma center. Rcccpt101_1, Phlc_b~tomy,:
: and Laboratory positions. On the JOb tra~nmg. ·
:
Competitive wages, Near campus, llex1blc
scheduling, 20:25 hours weekly.
Apply m person.

410 Old Morgantown Road

:.•................................................•..............

Classified Ad Rates:
$5.~0 = first 15 words
$.25 each additional word

l'JKUld §~
11era

745-2653

Notable

Contact.

• In Westerns 9-3 win over
Morehead State, seven womens
soccer players scored goals,
including Allison Nellis' hat trick

SPORTS

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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, Men's soccer

Toppers take home tourney title, remain unbeaten
BY DANNY SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
The Hilltoppers hit the road this weekend and came back with some hardware.
Western's men's soccer team won the
LouisvilJe Seelbach Classic in LouisvilJe
this weekend without surrendering a
goal. The Toppers came home with a title
and a perfect 4-0 start to their season.
A 2-0 victory Friday night against
UNC-Ashville was followed by a 4-0
drubbing of Radford on Sunday.
The two goals against UNC-Ashville

were scored by freshman Richard
Mupfudze and junior Austin Oyler.
In the Radford game, juniors Kyle
Longo and Ron Piute, sophomore Justin
Goodman and freshman Jason Dugas
provided the scoring punch.
"We could have put more goals
away," Dugas said. "But we will put
more away as the season goes on. We
actually played really good."
And the defense posted its second and
third shutouts of the season in front of the
tournament's defensive MVP, junior
goalkeeper Daryl Sattler.

"We played solid in back," freshman
defender Clay McMillan said. "It's good
to have two shutouts."
Dugas has three goals in his first four
collegiate games and is just one shy of
the four by Western's 2001 leading scorer, Andy Fertick. Dugas thought the
defense looked superb.
"The defense did get tested, but they
locked it down," he said. 'They really
played incredible."
Western is getting it done on both
ends, scoring 13 goals and only surrendered two in its first four games.

Holmes said he thinks being able to go
deep into his bench and maintain quality
play has been key to his team's success.
'The depth of our team played an
important role this weekend," he said.
"Both were good teams but we were
deeper."
The Toppers hope that continues to
make a difference as they travel to
Birmingham, Ala., this weekend to play
in the Birmingham Southern Fall Classic.
Their first opponent is No. 23 AlabamaBirmingham.
"We feel like the team has played bet-

ter every game," Holmes said. 'There is
no reason we can't go (to Birmingham)
and do the same thing."
If they can, Western will accomplish
something it hasn't done in 13 years. The
Toppers will try to stay unbeaten this
weekend, but history isn't on their side.
For second consecutive season, the
Toppers have started 4-0. But they ·
haven't been 5-0 since they opened with ·
seven straight wins in 1989.

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com

Football update

Towns: football out,
baseball his choice
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
Football
coach
Jack
Harbaugh announced Friday
that backup quarterback Antone
Towns has left the team to concentrate on baseball.
Harbaugh told the team after
Friday's practice, noting that he
hadn't spoken directly to Towns
about his decision.
"He never really came to
me," Harbaugh said. "I talked to
his dad about two weeks ago,
and I guess (Antone) wasn't
very happy. I thought we had
some things resolved and talked
to his dad again last night. He
said he had decided to give up
football to play baseball."
Towns was listed as the No.
2 quarterback behind senior
Jason Michael. The athletic

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Sophomore fullback Maurice Bradley runs past the Kentucky State defense during Saturday's game at Smith Stadium.

"Defensively, we're really good. We're just clicking right now. "

Offense, defense impress in Ky. State rout
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
Near the end of Thursday's practice, senior
linebacker Jon Drummond was pulled off the
field after missing a coverage assignment.
Visibly surprised, Drummond asked defensive coordinator David Elson why he was
yanked.
"You looked tired," Elson said, causing
Drummond to shrug.
But Saturday, Westem's defense looked
anything but tired as it allowed just 107 yards,
none rushing, and five first downs to
Kentucky State in a 49-0 drubbing.
"Right now, defensively, we're really

good," junior linebacker Erik Dandy said. Kansas State and Kentucky State, Western
"We' re just clicking right now. We just need to will host back-to-back conference foes in
take it into the Gateway Conference and
WIU and Youngstown State.
just play."
AA
Head coach Jack Harbaugh is bankDandy led the Topper defense with
...,
ing on his team being in top form in
12 tackles against the Thorobreds. He
this early part of the season.
and his mates will try to be equally
"Hopefully we've learned enough
stingy when Western opens its Gateway
in the I-A and the Division Il experischedule next week.
ence, but now we're laying it on the
With revenge in mind, the Toppers
line," he said.
start conference play Saturday against
Senior quarterback Jason Michael
Western Illinois. The Leathernecks
did just that against Kentucky State,
spoiled the Toppers' Gateway and searunning and throwing his way into a
son opener last year, beating them 17-13 in career performance.
Macomb,lli.
SEE Ron Pu e 11
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For Friday'$

on Town~. go
aid.com. 8e i
our Web site d
break!
Towns was considered by many
to be the future heir apparent to
some of Western's most famous
option quarterbacks, like Willie
Taggart, the Toppers' co-offensive coordinator.
The fact that Towns quickly
became one of the Toppers best
hitters last year may have eased
his decision. A Collegiate
Baseball
Freshman
AllAmerican, Towns played in 49
games while batting .338 with
27 runs scored, 13 extra-base
hits and 27 RBIs.

Lady Tops finish 2nd,
drop Purdue in tourney
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
The Western volleyball team
was riding high coming into this
weekend's Purdue Mortar Board
Premier in West Lafayette, Ind.
The Lady Toppers carried a
five-game winning streak into
Purdue as they attempted to capture their second tournament title
of the young season.
And they came close.
After winning the first three
matches of the tournament to
push its season-opening streak to
eight, Western faltered in the title
match and finished second.

In the final match of the weekend, the Lady Toppers dropped a
tight contest to Indiana
University Purdue University at
Fort Wayne 3-1 (30-28, 19-30,
37-35, 30-25). The loss left the
Lady Toppers runners-up for the
tournament.
Cecil had 19 kilJs in a losing
cause, getting help from Wagner,
who added 12 kilJs of her own.
But Western couldn't overcome
Souza Fabiana's 29 kills for
IPFW.
The Lady Toppers (8-1)
breezed past Butler in their first
match Saturday with a 3-0 win.
SE£ PURDUE PAGE 9

, ,Column

QB's departure doesn't spell disaster for Toppers'football future
OUT OF BOUNDS
Kyle Hightower

All we needed was a Chicken Little
sighting and the weekend would have
been complete.
Because for all the good in Western's
home-opening 49-0 win over Kentucky
State Saturday, behind the scenes even
those who know better might have
thought the sky was falling down on top
of the program.
Confused? Don't be.
It's the kind of thing that tends to
happen when your star quarterback-in-

trammg becomes a could've-been,
should've-been, would've-been star of
the past before even throwing his first
official collegiate pass.
That was the situation coach Jack
Harbaugh and his staff found themselves in Friday when they learned redshirt freshman Antone Towns had decided to leave the football team to concentrate on his baseball career at Western.
Ouch.
They had to hate that.

Harbaugh said Friday he hadn't spoken with Towns, a redshirt last season,
about his decision but heard about it
through Towns' father.
"He never really came to me,"
Harbaugh told the Herald. "I talked to
his dad about two weeks ago and I guess
(Antone) wasn't very happy. I thought
we had some things resolved and talked
to his dad again last night. He said he
had decided to give up football to play
baseball."

And with that, the knife was twisted.
Regardless of the circumstances surrounding his decision to leave, by not
sitting down with the coaching staff to
at least discuss the situation, Towns
made it look like there was some problem between him and the staff. Even if
that wasn't the case at all.
Then again, Towns - whose play
was at times flashy on the football
SEE BOUNDS PAG E9
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